Though recommendation systems have been widely used for websites to generate new recommendations based on like-minded users' preferences, IEEE Internet Computing points out that current system can not meet the real large-scale e-commerce demands, and has some weakness such as low precision and slow reaction. Huge personalized data are the key to successfully give a new recommendation, but they are difficultly dealt with for they are massive with high dimensional; addressing such problems, the paper suggests to use multi-layer feed-forward neural networks (MFNN) system based on case intelligence to partition massive personalized data into the most similar groups. The subsequent experiment indicates that our system model is constructive and understandable, and our algorithm can decrease the complexity of ANN algorithm, for which the system performance can be guaranteed.
Introduction
E-commerce is increasing quickly and has been reshaping the world trades, and how to acquire the consumers' needs and improve their satisfaction, is emerging from the both sides' needs -the suppliers and customs. How to make a successful recommendation becomes the essential task for recommendation system, which can provide consumer with the information and advice of products, simulate a sales to help our consumers through the purchase process. As well known, acquiring the personalized knowledge is the key process for recommender to achieve success, which must identify the specific needs of each consumer on the basis of the consumer preference [1] .
The system uses data mining and other artificial intelligence technology [2] , analyzes the collected data, obtain the behavior and generate interests, where web-mining emerges in response to the e-commerce need and has gradually grown up to a complete technical system. Both IR and IE are the two essential steps to explore personalized data from websites, and the system construction must involve in many technologies, like database technology, information technology, statistics, ANN and machine learning, to exploit potential information or patterns useful [3] . In order to achieve those multiplex tasks in such complex environments and complicated actions, the paper [4] has described that case-intelligence recommendation system, using a variety of data mining technology, which can be used for acquiring effective personalized knowledge.
Plentiful personalized data is the key to meet the individual needs for recommendation system, for the recommender is a data priority-the more accumulation of data, and the higher accuracy the recommender can perform. But the real users' behavior drilled from websites can accumulate up to millions or even billions, the processing of massive users' data is the greatest challengethey are huge with high dimensional and involves the system performance sharply. That is why the statistics report from ACM points out such dissatisfactory performances in the current recommender, which has discussed in the paper [5] , this paper proposes a new method by using MFNN algorithm to solve such problems.
MFNN Algorithm
Great achievement has been acquired for CBR in the field of knowledge lack, which is the simulator of human analogy learning, and becomes the foundation of the case intelligent decision techniques, for which case is the integrated representation of the human sense, logics and creativity. ANN has the natural relationship with CBR, and they can complement each other perfectly.
Case Intelligence with MFNN
MFNN consists of one input layer, one or more hidden layers, one output layer, where each neuron in every layers is a processor to be used to process simple information. It has proved that 3-layer MFNN can realize any given function for approximate accuracy, thus it can be used to solve the nonlinear classification problem. The case library in the CBR system can be viewed as a CSP, therefore CS-ANN model, such as Schema model, Hopfield model, Boltzmann and Harmony theory can be employed to construct the case library [6, 7] .
Case retrieval is the key process of the CBR intelligent system. Currently the main way for case-matching is the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, but it can not reflect the relationship between the cases and their attributes, neither can it shows the preference of the customers; especially for the large-scale case library, the retrieving time is unacceptable.
Facing such problems, several successful theories have been put forward to integrate ANN into the CBR system and covering all the application aspects of it with the ANN components. Theoretically, in the symbolic description model-based CBR system, rules can be elicited by ANN method; and in the quantitative description model-based CBR system, due to the system's flexibility, many mathematical approaches and optimization techniques can be employed in the definition and analysis of similarity measurement or case adaptation criteria.
Classic MFNN Algorithms
MFNN has a clear structural layer, and can be a digraph as input a vector x, then through the networks to get an output vector y, which can be used as a feedforward networks to process the mapping x to y of a converter. MFNN has many classic models and algorithms, such as back-propagation network, radial basis function network, simulated annealing algorithm and their ameliorated algorithms.
MFNN has a lot of various improved algorithms, and has achieved many significant results as we have seen. But all of these changes make the networks become more complex (or performance function is more complex, such as linear becomes nonlinear, etc.; or structures become more complex), which hopes to increase the complexity of the network structure to improve network learning speed as return.
After investigating the behavior of MFNN for case retrieval, the weaknesses such as having lower speed and local extreme value, are inherent in those algorithms. For example, RBF is a good similarity detector, but it can hardly deal with huge user data directly. However, many of those weaknesses are resident in current algorithms, and can not be conquered to achieve satisfactory level, especially for such complex data.
System Construction and Processing
Our domain algorithm is a constructive method of MFNN, which based on the geometrical representation MP model to build three-layer networks by means of its own structure of input data.
Domain Algorithm
Each input vectors x of an n-dimension can be projected to a certain hyper-sphere n S of an expanding (n+l)-dimensional space, and a "certain spherical domain" is corresponded with a neural weight and threshold function, where the transformation T :
should be used to achieve the projection, thus all points of sample D are projected to n S [8] . 
Then compute the radii of sphere covering domain: (2) until the number of samples covered are not more than the number of the samples. Delete all the points covered by k
After executing all these steps, a group of sphere domains } ,..., , { 2 1 p C C C can be gained, and can be proved that the samples in the same covering domain must have a high degree of similarity. In our recommendation system, the personalized user data can be partitioned into several "domains", where they are the most similar groups.
System construction
By this way of vectors dimension expansion and space projection, these domains can be used as the input users' vectors to the MFNN for case retrieval. Thus, the next two steps are built for our recommendation system. Firstly, the construction of MFNN can be described as follows:
The first layer: assume total amounts of P neurons 1 2 , ...
The second layer: select the same amounts of neurons as the first step
The last layer: select total amounts of T neurons 1 2 , , ,
, T is the total classification type of samples.
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The network adds a hidden layer to make the neuron weights increase linearly and decrease the complexity of the algorithm, in contrast, the original three-layer neural networks makes the neuron weights increase with index. Secondly, the system framework that we proposed based on our MFNN algorithm (figure omitted for page limited, which has described in our paper [5] ), mainly constructs by three parts: input module, recommendation methods and output module, where our MFNN algorithm is added in as retrieval process to be evaluated directly with huge data. Our case recommender has such characteristic advantage-excellent flexibility, which leads to a regenerate process for case retrieval.
Experiments and Analysis
The data of "forest cover type" in our experiment is downloaded from UCI repository, and is designed to validate our MFNN algorithm, whose main information is described as follows: Number of instances (observations) 581,012, Number of Attribute: 54; Number of Class: 7.
Each record represents the user personalized data collected from the websites, which is regarded as a user behavior vector with 54 Attributes, and users' data library accumulates to 581,012 users' sessions. Then, the normal Macro-averaging is used to calculate all classes' means F-score.
As table 1 shows, we can find the data are spare matrix with high dimensional and huge records, and the system efficiency is significantly enhanced. Our experimental results also indicates that recommendation system runs in two stages, the first spends on training the users' personalized cases, which costs too many time, but can be run in the backstage; and the second spends on recommending the proper case just in a few time. Thus, ours can manipulate massive personalized data effectively, and improve the performance of e-commerce recommendation. 
Conclusion
Personalized data involves a process of gathering and storing information about site visitors, they are the key assets for analyzing current and past user interactive behavior, and delivering the right content to each visitor; but they are massive along with high dimension, and can be hardly manipulated. The sequent investigations indicate that our recommender has clear system structure, feasible component combination, easy integration and construction. Our experimental results suggest that our MFNN algorithm is suitable for the large-scale and high dimensional data processing, which can guarantee the better performance for CBR-recommendation system.
